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Abstract. In 1984, Raoult has given a description of graph rewriting. His description is operational, 
despite the similarity which his constructions have to the category-theoretic concept of a pushout. 
We describe a modification to Raoult’s description of graph rewriting which allows the reduction 
of a redex to be described as a pushout, in a category of graphs where morphisms are not required 
to preserve graph structure. 
Our description can also handle term rewrite rules whose right-hand sides consist of a variable. 
Raoult specifically excludes such rules from his treatment. Rules of this form include the K 
ccr.lbinator, the identity function, selector functions for extracting components of data structures, 
ana the conditional. 
We prove the correctness of this implementation of term rewriting. 
Introduction 
Raoult [IO] has given a formal description of the graphical implementation of 
term rewriting. This paper points out some improvements to Raoult’s treatment, by 
means of some small modifications which enhance its elegance and power. We 
assume familiarity with [lo], term rewriting and its graphical implementation (see 
[9,16]), and the basic notions of category theory [7]. 
We briefly restate some of Raoult’s main definitions. Let C be a set of objects 
called function symbols, each of which has an arity (a nonnegative integer). Let Var 
be a set of variables, which are considered to be function symbols of zero arity. A 
graph over C is a triple G = (N,, labG, succ&, where N is a set of nodes, labG is 
a mapping NG + 2 uVar, and succG is a mapping NG + Nz such that no two 
distinct nodes are labelled with the same variable, and such that, for every node S, 
the a&y of lab&) equals the length of succ&)* e members of succ&) are 
called the successorsof s. e ith successor is’denoted by succi(s). 
Var, we that s is a variable de. Given two graphs G and 
f:NG+ omorphic at s E when 
(i) lab&(s)) = lab&), 
* This work was supported by the U.K. Science and Engineering esearch Council as part of the 
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(ii) succ~(f(sN =f( succG (s)) (exteading f componentwise to tuples). 
me set of nodes of G at which f is homomorphic is denoted by mar(f). The :*et 
of nodes of G at which f is not homomorphic is denoted by rew(f). We say that f 
rewrites the nodes in rew(f). 
We say ‘is homomorphic at’ rather than Raoult’s ‘is a morphism at’, to avoid 
confusion with the more usual use of the word ‘morphism’ below. We may write 
f: G + 1FQ for a mapping from the node-set of G to that of ri. A rewrite rule is a 
mapping f: G -+ w which is homomorphic at variable nodes of G and which does 
not identify any node with a variable node. An occurrence is a mapping f : G + H 
which is homomorphic at all nodes of G except possibly variable nodes. 
Raoult’s graphs are a variety of labelled ordered directed graphs. A label is 
attached to each node. There is an edge directed from each node n to each member 
of succ(n). The out-edges of a node n are totally ordered, as specified by the tuple 
order of succ(n). DEstinct components of succ(n) may be equal. We do not assume 
that these graphs are rooted or acyclic. 
Given a rewrite rule f: L + R and an occurrence g : L+ G, Raoult defines the 
result of reducing the occurrence by a somewhat complicated construction. First 
take the pushout off and g, considered as morphisms in the category of sets, giving 
a set H and functions h : R + H and k : G + H. Then choose a graph structure on 
H such that rew(h) = f(rew(g)) and rew(k) = g(rew(f)). He proves a theorem [lo, 
Thecrem 13‘ stating that, given certain conditions on f and g, such a graph structure 
exists uniquely. 
Raoult then gives a translation of term-rewrite rules to graph-rewrite rules such 
that every occurrence in an acyclic graph of a graph-rewrite rule so obtained satisfies 
the conditions of his Theorem 1. He also proves a graphical version of the term- 
rewriting theorems that when all critical pairs of a system are locally confluent, so 
is the whole Icystem, and that regular systems are strongly confluent. 
Raoult’s Theorem 1 is very close to saying that to reduce an occurrence g : L+ G 
of a rewrite rule f: i+ R is just to take the pushout off and g in some category 
of graphs. However, although Raoult defines a category of graphs and graph 
mappings, it is equivalent (in the category-theoretic sense) to the category of finite 
sets and set functions. The graph structure of the objects has no effect on the structure 
of the category, as mappings are arbitrary functions, vh%ch are not required to 
preserve graph structure, As a result, his rewrites are not pushouts, despite the 
similarity of many of the technical details to a pushout construction. 
aoult also excludes from his treatment all term-rewrite rules where the right-hand 
variable. Such selector ules, as we call them, include those for the 
inator (I x*x), the K combinator (K x y+x), functions whit 
onents of data types (e.g., ead(Cons x y)*x), and the conditional 
If False x y+y). Thi ess of Raoult’s method. 
aoult’s category of graphs 
rewrite to be described simply as a pushout, and handles both 
ector term-rewrite rules, 
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Section 1 presents the modified category of graphs, and describes the translation 
of term-rewrite rules into graph-rewrite rules, with some examples. Section 2 proves 
that when the graphs involved are acyclic, all term rewrites can be graphically 
implemented. The implementation is correct, and Raoult’s results on critical pairs 
and confluence carry over. Section 3 discusses ome extensions which may be made 
in order to describe some more general forms of graph rewriting. The lengthy proof 
of our main theorem (Theorem 2.1) on the existence of pushouts in our category 
of graphs is deferred to Appendix B. 
1. Graph rewriting 
1.1. Basic definitions 
For a category of graphs to support graphical term rewriting, it seems essential 
to allow, as Raoult does, the morphisms of the category to violate the graph structure. 
But some connection must be retained for a categorical description of rewriting to 
be possible. A simple modification to Raoult’s definitions allows this. With Raoult’s 
definition of graphs, we define a homomorphism from a graph G to a graph H to 
be, not simply a mapping of the nodes, but a pair (J; S). f is a mapping from the 
nodes of G to those of H (that is, a morphism in the sense of Raoult), and S is a 
subset of the nodes of G such that f is homomorphic at every node in S. f may or 
may not be homomorphic at other nodes of G. The composition of two homomorph- 
isms(f;S):G+Hand(g,T)rH + J is (g, T) l (A S) = (g l ~1; S nf' T). This change 
provides the information at the categorical level about the homomorphicity of 
mappings which allows a rewrite to be described as a pushout. Note that although 
g .f is known to be homomorphic at nodes in S nf*T, it may be ‘accidentally’ 
homomorphic at other nodes. 
We make one other change to Raoult’s definitions. Instead of using a special set 
of nullary function symbols to represent he variables which appear in term-rewrite 
rules, we prefer to follow Staples [6,11,12,13] and use ‘empty’ nodes. 
Definition 1.1. A graph over C is a triple (N, lab, succ), where N is a set of nodes, 
lab is a partial function from N to 2, succ is a partial function from N to N*, and 
lab and succ have the same domain. The members of succ( s) are called the successors 
of S. The ith successor is denoted by sucC(S)i. Nodes outside the domain of lab and 
succ are called empty. For a graph G, the three components are 
labG and succ Go When we draw pictures of graphs, empty nodes will be indicate 
by the symbol 1. 
A mapping f: NC + NH is homomorphic at s E G w en either s is empty, or 
lab(s) and succ(f(s)) = f(succ(s) 
ir ($, S), where f is a fun 
morphic at every node in S. e two components of a homomorph- 
enoted by fun(f) and mor( f ). No - mor( f) is denoted by rew(f )- 
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We say that f rewrites the nodes in rew( f). f is a total homomorphism if mar(f) = No 
(equivalently, if rew(f) = 8). f is strict if it takes empty nodes of mar(f) to empty 
nodes of H. Composition of two homomorphisms (A S) : G + 
is (g, T) l (I;S)=(g=f,Snf’T). ker(f) is the set {n~lV&-13n’fn.f(n)=f(n’)}. 
It is trivial to verify that graphs over C and graph morphisms form a category, 
which we denote by 62 (or simply U5 when we do not wish to indicate C explicitly). 
The identity morphism of G is (idNG, NG). 
A graph-rewrite rule is a morphism f: G + H such that fun(fi is l-l on mar(f) 
and f is strict. An occurrence of a graph G in a graph J is a total homomorphism 
g : G + J. We may also call g an occurrence in J of the rewrite rule f: G + H. The 
nodes of J rtatched by such an occurrence are those in the set N, -- g( VG). A redex 
is a pair (f: G+ H, g: G+ J) where f is a rewrite rule and g is an occurrence. The 
result of reducing this redex is the pushout off and g if it exists; when it does, we 
say that the redex is reducible. g is admissible for f if ker(g) c mar(f). 
We now recall the. definitions of terms and term rewriting, and then explain the 
relation between these and the definitions above. 
Definition 1.2. The set T of terms over a set of function symbols C is defined 
inductively as follows: 
Varc T, 
AQ, t I ,..., tncT+A(tl ,..., t&T n=0,1,2... 
A( ) is written as just A. A term-rewrite rule is a pair of terms L and R (written 
L+R) such that 
(i) every variable occur,ing in R occurs in L, 
(ii) L is not just a variable. 
The rule L+ R is left-linear if no variable occurs twice or more in L. 
In exampies, we shall indicate members of Var by lower-case letters, and members 
of C by upper-case letters, or words beginning with an upper-case letter. 
For the most part, we shall restrict ourselves to left-linear term rules. Non-left- 
linear rules present special ificulties for graphical implementation. This will be 
discussed in Section 3. 
Given a left-linear term-rewrite rule L+ R, we construct a graph-rewrite rule. 
First we interpret L and as syntax trees -that is, as graphs over C w Var. In each 
of these trees, for each variable occurring in that tree, we replace all the nodes 
ntaini t variable with a single empty node. I’his gives us two graphs L’ and 
the disjoint union of these graphs, and then to 
rhich correspond to the same variable in L and 
elete the root of L’, to give a graph 
e of L’ to its copy in 
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of L’ except the root of L’. It is clear that f is a graph-rewrite 
rule obtained in this way is a graphical term-rewrite rule. 
is the set of all nodes 
rule. A graph-rewrite 
1.2. Motivation 
Before giving some examples of how a graph-rewrite rule is used to perform 
graph reduction, we shall try to motivate the restrictions placed on graph-rewrite 
rules and occurrences. For a morphism g : L+ G to be an occurrence it must be a 
total homomorphism. For a morphismf: L + R to be a graph-rewrite rule, we require 
that f be l- 1 on mar(f) and strict. For g to be admissible for f; we require that 
ker(g) s mar(f). The principal reason for these resttictions is that they are general 
enough to describe akl term redexes and occurrences, but restrictive enough to allow 
the existence of pushouts. But there is also a certain amount of intuitive justification 
for them. 
The easiest condition to justify is that an occurrence must be a total homomorph- 
ism. This formally expresses what is meant by matching a left-hand side to a portion 
of a graph and needs no further explanation. 
Suppose f was not l-l on mer(f). Let n and n’ be distinct nodes of mar(f) such 
that f(n) = f(d). Then the nodes g(n) and g( rg’), if distinct, would have to be 
mapped to the same node of H by the pushout arrow k: G + H g(n) and g(d) 
could be in mar(k). However, the homomorphicity condition would then require k 
to also glue together corresponding descendants of g(n) and g(n’). But this fact is 
not reflected in the construction of NH, which, by Theorem A.4 (see Appendix A), 
depends only on the underlying node-sets and c-et-functions off and g. It is easy 
to find examples where f fails to be l-l on mor( f) aud, as a result, there is no pushout. 
Suppose f was not strict. Let n be an empty node of mor( f) such that f(n) is 
not an empty node. Since f maps n homomorphically and rew(k) = f(rew(g)), k 
might also map g(n) homomorphically. h being a total homomorphism, the graph 
structure on k(g(n)) = h(f( n)) is determined by the graph structure of both f(n) 
and g(n). But there is no necessity for these to agree with each other. Again, the 
pushout may fail to exist if this condition is not satisfied. 
Lastly, we have the condition that ker(g) G mor( f). Suppose this was not satisfied, 
and there were two distinct nodes n and n’ of G such that g(n) = g(n’), and either 
n and n’ were both in rew(f), or one of them was. In the first case, f is rewriting 
n and ~1’ in possibly different ways. Both nodc:s correspond to the same node 
g(n) = g(n’) of rew(k). The pushout attempts to rewrite this node in two different 
ways. In the second case, where we have, say, n E rew( f) and n’ E rew( f ), the 
attempts both to map g(n) homomorphically and to rewrite g( ro’). g(n) and g(n’) 
being the same node, the push 
We have said in all these cas ere are exa 
where it does exist although one or more the conditions is violate 
ut not necessary. 
when a pushout exists in G. 
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1.3. Exmnples 
ere are two examples of how graph rewriting by graphical term-rewrite rules 
corresponds to term rewriting by term-rewrite rules. 
The term-rewrite rule for the S combinator isS x y z--x z (y z). Writing the implicit 
application operator explicitly, this is 
Ap(Ap(Ap(S, x), Y), z)*Ap(Ap(r z), Ap(y, 2)). 
The graph rule corresponding to this is pictured in Fig. 1. The mapping of IV= to 
NR is indicated by the numbering of the nodes. 
Figure 2 shows an example of a graph containing an S-redex. Figure 3 shows the 
pushout of the rule and the occurrence. No ice that this does not precisely correspond 
to the term rewrite. With a term rewrite, we would obtain as the result the term 
(S CL (a d (b c d))). The result of the graph rewrite contains an extra node, the one 
L R 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
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numbered 2. We shall have more to say about this later, when we discuss garbage 
collection. 
The second example is the rule for the head operator: Head(Cons x y)+x. 
we adopt the functional style, taking “Head” to be a unary and “Cons” to 
binary operator. Figure 4 shows the graph rule. Figure 5 gives an example graph 
and the result of reducing the redex indicated by the numbering. ain, there are 
extra nodes-the ones numbered 2 and 4besides those expected from the term 
rewrite. When we perform a term rewrite by means of a graph rewrite, we are in 
fact only interested in that portion of the result which is accessible from the node 
corresponding to the root of the syntax tree of the term. But this does not allow the 
whole of the redex to be discarded by the rewrite and replaced by the reduct, as is 
done in term rewriting. Where a term contains a repeated subterm, the graph 
representing it may contain multiple references to a single copy. Thus there may be 
references from elsewhere in the graph to some nodes of the redex so that those 
nodes are still accessible from the root. 
‘W’e see this -with the example above of the S combinator, *where there is such a 
reference to node 3. Node 3, together with its successors, must be retained after the 
rewrite. Node 2 can be deleted. The root of a redex can always be deleted and, in 
fact, this is done by the rewriting operation itself. 
Practical implementations of graphical term rewriting must periodically scavenge 
nodes which have become inaccessible from the root of the graph, in order to reuse 
the space they occupy. This is called garbage collection. It is easy to see that for 
graphical term rewriting, it makes no difference to the final result of a sequence of 
rewritings, whether garbage collection is performed after each rewrite or only at the 
end of the sequence. This is an immediate consequence of the facts that only one 
of the nodes imatched by the occurrence is rewritten, and that every other node of 
the redex is act ,ssib?e from that one. Thus, rewrites performed in inaccessible parts 
E 
’ Head 
Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 
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of the graph, before they have been collected, cannot change the ‘view from the 
root’, For general graph rewriting this is not so, and it is not clear how appropriate 
the very concept of garbage is. In this paper we shall not assume that garbage 
collection is performed, except where otherwise indicated. A ;Iiore formal discussion 
of garbage collection is to be found in [ 1, 41. 
Some descriptions of graph rewriting which have trouble with selector rules take 
the approach (whit h has some similarities to a common implementation technique) 
of using an ‘indirection’ operator. The rule for taking the head of a list would be 
written Head(Cons xy)aInd(x). Extra rules would be added to deal with the Ind 
operator. Ind is intended to act like an identity function, but we cannot simply add 
the rule Ind(x)ax since this is a selector rule such as we are trying to eliminate. 
Instead we must write Ind(Ind(x) j*Ind(x), and also add versions of all the other 
rules in the system, to handle the possible presence of Inds. For the head-of-a-list 
example, we would have to add Head( Ind(Cons x y))aInd(x). This complicates 
the system significantly. 
Although, for reasons of efficiency, implementations of graph rewriting often use 
indirections to handle selector rules, they usually try to keep the existence of 
indirections invisible to the rewrite-rule system [9]. Our description of graph rewrit- 
ing corresponds to this by handling selector rules uniformly with non-selector ules. 
perties of graphical term rewriting 
We have defined a form of graph rewriting and a translation of term-rewrite rules 
to graph-rewrite rules. We now show that the two forms of rewriting correspond. 
All term rewrites can be described, and the description faithfully represents the 
effects of term rewriting. In addition, Raoult’s results on critical pairs and confluence 
hold. 
First we state a general theorem on the existence of pushouts in G, which 
corresponds to [lo, Theorem 11. Its lengthy proof is deferred to Appendix B. 
Let f : A + B be a graph-rewrite rule and g : A+ C he an admissible 
occurrence Gf jI 7%en f and g have Q pushout h : B-, D, k: C -3 D. h is a total 
homomorphism, k is a graph-rewrite ale, and rew( k) = g(rew( f)). 
We now give a more operational description of graphical term rewriting, in order 
to be able to draw on the results of [l] about the correctness of graph rewriting. 
be a graphical term-rewrite rule, and g : L + 
et the pushout arrows be 
can be constructed as follows. 
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(i) Add to G a copy of all the nodes in NR -f (mar(f)). 
these nodes by 
ne lab and succ on 
lab(n) =lab,(n); 
SUCC( n)i = 
{ 
SUCCR(n)i lfSUCCfdnh E NR -f(mor(f)), 
g(succt(f’(n))i) VSUCCdn)i Ef(mor(f)). 
Since f is l-l on mar(f), the second case of succ is well-defined. Call this graph 6’. 
There is a total homomorphism g’ : R + G’, defined by 
g’(n) = 
dn) for n Ef (mar(f)), 
the copy of n added above for n E NR - f(mor(f)). 
(ii) Let r be the root node of L. Replace every edge of 6’ pointing to f(r) by an 
edge pointing to g’(n). Call the resulting graph W. 
(iii) Remove f(r) and all its out-edges from G” (step (ii) ensures that it has no 
in-edges). H is the resulting graph. 
Then fun(h) coincides with g’, and mor( h) = NR. Further, k : G + N is the identity 
function on all of NG except forf(r). k(f(r)) is g’(f(r)). mar(k) is NG-{f(r)}. 
Proof. Since rew(f) is a single node, the root r of the acyclic graph L, and since 
G is acyclic, it is impossible for g(r) to be equal to g(n) for any n # r. Therefore, 
ker(g) c mor(j’), and g is admissible for J: 
By Theorem A.4, NH, fun(h), and fun(k) constitute the pushout in SETS of fun( f) 
and fun(g). The construction of theorem A.2, specialised to the case of an occurrence 
of a graphical term-rewrite rule, constructs NH by adding to NG a copy of NR - 
f ( NL), and then identifying together g(r) with f(r) (if f is a non-selector ule), or 
with g(n) (if f is a selector rule and n is the node other than r such that f (n) = f (r)). 
This is equivalent to the construction of NH given in (i) and (iii). 
Theorem 2.1 determines rew( h) and rew(k) as fl and g(rew(f)) respectively; 
hence, mar(h) and mar(k) are as stated in (iii). 
The requirements that h and k be homomorphic on their mor-sets then determine 
the graph structure of H as specified in (i), (ii), and (iii). Cl 
The paper [l] studies the correctness of graph rewriting. If a term is represented 
as a graph, evaluated by graphical term rewriting, and translated back to a term, 
does the result agree with that obtained from term rewriting? In [l] a directly 
operational definition of graph rewriting is used which coincides with that given in 
the preceding theorem, except that in [1] garbage collection is considered to be 
performed after each rewrite, or equivalently (as it proves) ‘always eventually’. 
Assuming garbage collection is always eventually performed, the principal results 
of [1] are these. 
set of term rewrite rules, er rcw~iti~g 
vious sense-see 
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(i) If g reduces to g’ an 1 g’ unravels to t’, then t x 
(ii) I?’ R is rveakly regu! 2 then the notion of Gross-Knuth reduction (where, at 
each step, a comple:e development isperformed of all existing 
for both term- and graph-rea+ite systems. If t reduces to t’ by ” 
then g reduces by Gross-K;cuth reduction to some g’ such that g’ unravels to t’. 
(iii) If R is weakly regular and t reduces to normal-form t’, then g reduces to some 
normal-form g’ such that g’ unravels to t’. 
(i) says, essentially, that graph rewriting is a sound implementation of term 
rewriting-everything that happens in the graph world corresponds to something 
in the term world. (ii) and (iii) express a form of completeness for weakly regular 
systems-all Gross-Knuth reduction sequences and reduction sequences to normal 
form in the term world can be represented in the graph world. For non-weakly 
regular systems, (ii) and (iii) do not hold and examples demonstrating this appear 
in [l]. 
For non-left-linear rules, graph rewriting as we have defined it does not agree 
with term rewriting. Non-left-linear rules are discussed in the next section. 
Some difficulties also arise with cyclic graphs, where some occurrences of some 
graphical term-rewrite rules are not reducible. The standard difficult -example for 
formal models of graph rewriting is shown in Fig. 6. L and R constitute the rewrite 
rule for the identity combinator I, and G is the graph to be reduced by this rule. 
The reader may verify that there is no pushout. 
1.2 I 
Fig. 6. 
Since this paper is only a modification to Raoult’s paper, which deals only with 
acyclic graphs, we shall not pursue the matter here. A related paper [4] presents 
er description of graph rewriting using the same category as that used here, 
ff erent categorical constructions, which handles cyclic graphs correctly. 
aoult’s results on critical pairs and con uence carry over to the present setting. 
a set of graph-rewrite rules. reduction pair in 
1 and to either of which G can 
be reduced in one rewriting step. 
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1, reduction pair is a critical pair if the sets of nodes of G matched by the two 
occurrences intersect, and the two redexes involved.are not identical. 
A system of rewrite rules is regular if there are no critical pairs. 
A reduction pair is commutative if there exists a gr to which both 
HZ reduce in one step. It is subcommutative if there is an H to w~ic 
H2 reduce in at most one step. It is confluent if there is to which bot 
HZ reduce in zero or more steps. 
The system of rewrite rules is commutative or subcommutative 3’every reduction 
pair has the respective property. It is locally confluent if every reduction pair is 
confluent. It is confluent if, for every graph G and for every pair of graphs H, and 
H2 to which G may reduce in zero or more steps, there is an H to which both 
and H2 reduce in zero or more steps. 
Theorem 2.5. When garbage collection is not performed, every noncritical reduction 
pair is commutative. In a graphical term-rewrite system, if garbage collection is per- 
formed after each reduction, then every noncritical reduction pair is subcommutative. 
Proof. Suppose C reduces to HI or H2 by reduction of occurrences which do not 
intersect. Then, after reduction of either redex, the nodes matched by the other 
occurrence will still be present and still constitute an occurrence of the associated 
rule. Reducing that occurrence gives H, and this result is clearly independent of 
the order of performing the two reductions. 
For a graphical term-rewrite system, garbage collection can (by the results of [ 11) 
be postponed without af?:cting the result of a reduction sequence. If garbage 
collection is performed 3i.i~: PI,, then if the collection removes the root of the redex 
graph of H,, this sequence gives the same result as first doing H1, then Hz, and 
then collecting garbage. If collection of garbage after H1 does not remove the root 
of the redex graph of Hz, then subsequently performing H2 and then making another 
garbage collection also gives this result. Briefly, we have 
H1 ; g.c. ; {H,; gx.} = H1 ; Hz; g-c. 
Similarly, we have 
H,;g.c.;{H,;g.c.}= Hz; H,;g.c. 
By the first part of the theorem, and , have the same effect. 
garbage collection, H1 and H2 subcommute. Cl 
garbage as that part of the graph inaccessible from the nominated root may be 
inappropriate for general systems, where there may be no natural choice of a root 
node. 
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Corollary 2.6. If every criticalpair is confluent (respectively commutative, subcommuta- 
title), the rewrite system is locally confluent (respectively commutative, subcommu- 
tative). 
Theo 2.7. A regular graph-rewrite system is commutative. A regular graphical 
term-rewrite system, with garbage collection, is subcommutative. Both sorts of system 
are confluent. 
Proof. Since there are no critical pairs in a regular system, all of them commute, 
and with garbage collection they subcommute. The statements about (sub)commuta- 
tivity of the systems follow from Corollary 2.5. Confluence follows from (sub)com- 
mutativity by a general property of abstract reduction systems, having nothing to 
do with the details of graph rewriting. 0 
3. Extensions 
3.1. An optimisation 
The construction we have given of graph rules corresponding toterm rules is not 
the only one possible. Consider the following term rewrite rule: A(B(x))*B(x). 
The graphical representation we would give it is shown in Fig. 7. This rule creates 
a new node B(. . .). However, there is no reason to do this when such a node exists 
already. We can instead save a node and use the graph-rewrite rule shown in Fig. 8. 
We note that in Hope 123 and Standard ML [8], the programmer may attach 
labels to ‘interior’ nodes in the left-hand side of a rule, and use those labels on the 
with exactly this effect. This is useful wnen, for example, the 
programmel wants so e subexpression of a left-hand side to match a nunempty 
list Cons@, b), but wants to be able to refer to the list itself on the right, rather 
than being forced to create a new copy of its top node. Of course, given referential 
transparency (which Standard ML lacks), there is no reason for an implementation 
not to make this optimisation wherever there is an opportunity, even if the program- 
mer does not. But providing the feature to the programmer may make his programs 
clearer and less error-prone. 
‘B 2B 
Fig. 7. Fig. 8. 
3.2. Non-left-linearity 
T&5 construction of 
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graphical term-rewrite rules of Section 1, or the modified 
version of Section 3.1, can be blindly applied to non-left-linear term rules. peated 
variables on the left-hand side of a term rule will become multiple pointers to the 
same empty node in the graph rule. As an example, take the nonlinear term rule 
if(x, y, y)ay, whose graphical translation is Fig. 9. However, the graph-rewriting 
semantics obtained by this translation do not agree with the usual term-rewriting 
semantics of non-left-linearity. The above term rule is applicable to the term 
if(a, +(2,3), +(2,3)), and the result of the reduction is +(2,3). Of the two graphs 
in Fig. 10, only (b) contains an occurrence of the left-hand side of this rule. The 
single empty node corresponding to the repeated x cannot be mapped to both of 
the + nodes of Fig. 10(a). In effect, non-left-linearity of graph rules detects pointer 
equality, while, for term rules, it detects textual equality. 
We can implement textual equality in the graphical implementation of term 
rewriting by modifying the definition of an occurrence, in a way which, for left-linear 
rules, is compatible with the previous definition. Instead of being simply a total 
homomorphism g : L+ G, we can define an occurrence of L in G to be a pair of 
total homomorphisms g : L+ G’ and h : G +, G’, where h is an epimorphism in G, 
that is, a total homomorphism such that fun(h) is surjective. h performs a ‘gluing 
together’ of subgraphs of G corresponding to textually identical subterms, which 
allows L to match. h in fact may perform an arbitrary ‘gluing’ of iso hie 
subgraphs of 6, not merely those which L requires. 
Given the rewrite rule of Fig. 9 and the graph of Fig. lo(a), there is an occurrence, 
in this new sense, of the rewrite rule in the graph. The graph G’ is the graph of Fig. 
10(b). The homomorphisms g and h are obvious, and the result of the rewrite 
(ignoring garbage) is + (2,3). 
L R 
Fig. 9. 
a 
Fig. 10. 
a 
2 3 
W 
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Implementations of term-rewriting languages usually take one of two approaches 
to non-left-linear rules. Either they disallow them altogether, or they interpret the 
implied equality test as neither textual equality nor pointer equality, but as the 
equality operator of the language. That equality operator will usually require its 
arguments to be in normal form (or at least weak head-normal [9] form), although 
the implementation may use pointer equality as an optimisation. This approach is 
taken, for example, by both SASL [14] and Miranda [ 151. It could therefore be 
argued that it is of no practical importance to have 2 graphical implementation of 
the classical term-rewriting semantics of non-left-linear rules. However, in logic 
programming [3], non-left-linear rules are very common. We note that the gluing 
we have just described is similar to the unification operation on which logic 
programming languages depend. However, a discussion of graph-rewriting semantics 
for logic languages is outside the scope of this paper. 
3.3. Non-term rewriting 
Theorem 2.1 indicates that pushouts exist for many graph-rewrite rules which do 
not arise from term-rewrite rules. Such rules may rewrite more than one node, 
rewrite empty nodes, introduce cycles into the graph, or deviate from the term- 
rewriting model in other ways. In addition, Theorem 2.1 is only a suffcient condition 
for the existence of pushouts, and not a necessary one. However, necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a general pair of morphisms in G to have a pushout are 
very complicated. In a related paper [4] we describe such more general forms of 
graph rewriting by means of somewhat different categorical constructions (but in 
the same category 6). Such a model can provide a mathematical basis for a language 
which deals with graph rewriting in its own right, instead of regarding it merely as 
an implementation technique for term rewriting [5]. 
. SETS is the category of sets and total functions. 
Letf:A+ and g : A + C be morphisms in SETS. Then f and g have a 
+ D, k : C + D. D is (up to isomorphism) the quotient of the disjoint 
nd C by the equivalence relation generated by {(f(n), g(n)) 1 n E A}. h 
and k are the compositions of the quotient map from B v C to D with the inclusions 
nd g have a coequaliser h : B -3, C. 
lence relation 
is is a standard result. See, e.g., [lo]. 0 
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itio 3. Let A and B be graphs. + B is the graph whose node-set is the 
disjoint union of NA and NB, and on which labA+s and SUCC~,+~ arethe unions of 
the “lab” and “succ” functions for A and B. 
‘lihe forgetful functor from G to SETS, taking (G, lab, succ) to G and 
(A S) to f, preserves pushouts. 
roof. We shall prove that the forgetful functor preserves coequalisers and pairwise 
sums, and show that pushouts in G can be constructed from these. 
Let J; g : A -i, B be morphisms in G having a coequalizer k : B + C. That is, h l f = 
h l g and, for any h’: 5.+ C’ such that h’ l $ = h’ l g, there is a unique i : C + C’ such 
that h’= i l h. 
We must show that fun(h) : Ns + NC is the coequaliser in SETS of fun(f) and 
fun(g) : NA + NB. Since h l f = h l g, fun(h) l fun(f) = fun(h) l fun(g). Let k : NB + D 
be a morphism in SETS- i.e., a function-such that k l fun(f) = k l fun(g). Choose 
an arbitrary graph structure lab, succ on D. Then (k, 0) : B + (D, lab, succ) satisfies 
(k, 0) l f = (k, 0) l g. By the coequaliser property of h there exists a unique i : B + 
(0, lab, succ) such that (k 0) = i l h. But then k = fun(i) l fun(h). Suppose k = 
i l fun(h). Then (k, 0) = (i’, 0) l h and, by the coequaliser property of h, i’ = i. There- 
fore, fun(h) has the coequaliser property for fun(f) and fun(g). 
A similar routine argument shows that the graph A+ B is the categorical sum of 
A and I3. Since NA+B = NA u N,, the forgetful functor preserves ums. 
In an arbitrary category with pairwise sums, let f: A + B, g : A + C be two mor- 
phisms having a pushout h : B + 0, k : C + D. Letj, : B + (B + C) andj, : C + (B $- C) 
be the canonical morphisms from B and C to their sum. We can form the pair of 
arrowsj,~f,j2.g:A-,(B+C),andthemorphismh+k:(B+C)~D.Wewillprove 
that h + k is the coequaliser of i l f and j 9 g. 
By the nature of categorical sums, the following properties must hold: 
(h+k)=j,=h, (h+k)ej,=k 
From these we have 
ih+k)-j,-f=h-f=k-g (since h and karethepushoutoff andg) 
=(h+k)*j,-g. 
Let I : (B + C) + D’ be a morphism such that 2. j, l f = 6'. j, l g. We must show that 
1 factorises uniquely through h + k. y the pushout property, there is an i: 
such that l-j,= i* h and 10 j2= i- k. Then we have 
2 = 1. j, + I l j, (sum property) 
=i* h+ia k=i*(h+k). 
erefore, I factorises t ’ is another mar hism such that 
Z=i*(h+k), then 
l*j, =i-(h+k)-j,=i-h, l-j,=i*(h+k)*j,=i*k. 
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By the pushout property, i’ and i must be identical. Therefore, 2 factorises uniquely 
through h + k 
To sum up: the forgetful functor from G to SETS preserves coequalisers and 
pairwise sums; pushouts can be constructed in terms of these for any category 
having pair-wise sums; and G has pairwise sums. Therefore, the forgetful functor 
preserves pushouts. El 
Not all pushouts exist in (6. The next theorem establishes ome necessary condi- 
tions. 
Theorem AS. Letf:A+B, g:A+C, h:B-*D, k:C+D be morphisms in G such 
that fun( h l f) = fun( k l g). Then h l f = k l g i$rew( h) and rew( k) satisfy the follow- 
ing conditions : 
rew( h) zf(mor( f) n rew( k l g)), rew( k) 2 g(mor(g) n rew( h l f)). 
Pro&. h l f = k l g iff fun( h l f) = fun( k 0 g) and mor( h l f) = mor( k l g). The first is 
given. The second is equivalent to rew( h l f) = rew( k l g). So we must prove that 
rew( h l f) = rew( k 0 g) iff the inequalities above hold. 
(*): Suppose that rew( h l f) = rew(k* g). Let n be in f(mor(f) n rew(k l g)). 
Then there is an n’ in mar(f) n rew( k l g) such that f (n’) = n. Since n’ is in rew( k l g), 
n’ is in rew(h l j’) = rew(f) uf’(rew(h)). Since n’ is in mar(f), n’ must be in 
f’(rew( h)). Therefore, f (n’) = n E rew( h), and the first inequality is proved. The 
other inequality follows symmetrically. 
(e): For the converse, suppose that rew( h) and rew( k) satisfy the inequalities, 
arnd let n be in rew( h of). If n is in rew(g), then n is in rew( k l g). Otherwise, n is 
in mar(g). But then g(n) is in g(mor(g)nrew(h*j’)), and therefore in rew(k), so 
n is in rew( k. g). 
Thus rew( h l f) is contained in rew( k 0 g). The reverse inelusion follows symmetri- 
cally. Cl 
Let f : A + B, g : A + C be morphisms in G having a pushout h : B + D, 
k:C+D. Then 
(i) h(mor(h)) v k(mor(k)) = ND; 
(ii) rew( h) and rew(k) are the smallest subsets N and M of NB and NC such that 
H 2f (mor(f 1 n (rew(g) u 8-W )h 
K 2 g(mor(g) f-7 (rew(f) uf ‘(W)). 
(iii) rew( h) and rew(k) are the smallest subsets H and K of Ns and NC such that 
=f(mor(f) n (=w(g) U g-VW, 
= g(mor(g) n (=w(f) U-7 
ere must be a unique i: spa& 
) and (idND, h(mor(h)) u 
k(mor( k)) = ND- 
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(ii): By the preceding theorem, rew(h) and rew( k) satisfy these inequalities, and 
therefore contain H and respectively. Let h’ = (fun(h), H) and k’ = (fun(k), K). 
By the preceding theorem, h’ l f = k’ l g. Ry the pushout property, there exists an 
i: D+ D such that h’= i- h and k’= i- k But then 
H=rew(h’)zrew(h) and K=rew(k’)~rew(k). 
Therefore, rew( h) = H and rew( k) = K. 
(iii): Immediate from (ii). Cl 
Appendix B. Proof of Thearem 2.1 
We prove the theorem in stages. 
(B.l) We define h, k, and D. 
(B.2) We prove that the definition is consistent-that is, that there are such objects 
as it purports to define. 
(B.3) We show that h and k have the pushout property: every pair of morphisms 
h' : B + D’ and k’ : C + D’ forming a commuting square with f and g factorises 
uniquely through h and k 
(B.4) We verify the theorem’s assertions about h and k 
B.1. Definition of h, k, and D 
Previous theorems show that, for h, k, and D to be the pushout, we must take 
ND, fun(h), and fun(k) to be the pushout in SETS of fun(f) and fun(g), and must 
take rew(h) and rew(k) to be the smallest subsets of NB and NC respectively 
satisfying the following conditions: 
rew(h) zf(mor(f) n bw(g) u g%w(k)))), 
rew(k) I> g(mor(g) n (rew(f) u f *(rew(h)))). 
Since g is a total homomorphism, these conditions simplify to 
rew(h)r>f(mor(f)ng-‘(rew(k))), rew( k) 2 g(revi( f) uf’(rew( h))). 
We can compute rew( h) and rew( k) explicidy, by iterating the recursive definition. 
Take HO = IC, =Q). Thera define 
HI =f(mor( f) n g-‘( K,)) = 0, * 
& = g(rew(f) uf ‘( HO)) = g(rew( f)), 
MT =f(modf) n gWG)) =f(mor(f) n g-‘(g(rew(f)))) 
=f(mor(f)nrew(f)) (sinceker(g)c_mor(f)) 
K2 = drew(f) uf ‘( 1)) = g(rew(f )) = 
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Thus, a fixed point has been reached: rew(h) = 0, rew( k) = g(rew(f)). 
It remains to define labD and succ D on ND. These are constrained by the 
requirements that fun(h) be homomorphic on mor( h) and fun(k) be homomorphic 
on mar(k). The following conditions must hold: 
Vn E mar(h) - V’, labD(h(n)) =lab*(n) 4 succJh(n)) = h,(succ(n)), 
Vn E mar(k) - V& lab,(k(n))=labC(n) ~succ~(k(n)) =k,(succ(n)). 
These conditions fix labD and succD for all nodes of ND of the form h(n) for some 
n in mar(h) - V’, or of the form k(n) for some n in mar(k) - V,. All other nodes 
of No are deemed to be empty nodes. 
It is clear that if labD and succD can be found satisfying these conditions, then 
h and k are morphisms and form a commutative square with f and g. 
B.2. Well-fomedness of the deJinitions 
The above construction of h, k, and D yields at most one choice of these objects. 
However, the conditions placed on labD and succD could be inconsistent. A node 
n of ND may be the image of many nonempty nodes of mar(h) or mar(k), and 
each will place a requirement on lab&n) and succD( n). It might be impossible to 
satisfy all of these requirements. For example, if h(n) = h (n’) for two distinct nodes 
n and n’ of mar(h) - V’, then the conditions require labD(h(n)) to be equal to both 
labB( n) and labB( n’), which is impossible if those two nodes of B have different 
labels. 
The condition for consistency of the definition of labD and succD is most con- 
veniently expressed by combining h and k into a single morphism h + k from B + C 
to D. The resulting consistency condition is 
Vn’,n”E mor(h + k)- V’+=, (fun( h + k)( n’) = fun( h + k)( n”)) 
_ (labs+& n’) = lab s+c(n”) A fun(h + k)(succB+&‘)) 
= fun( h + k)(succBcC (n’))). 
Define the following relations on NB+=: 
R( n’, n’) G=S fun( h + k)( n’) = fun( h + k)( n’), 
S( n’, n”) e (labB+C( n’) = lab*+& n”)) 
A (fun(h + k)(succ Ip+c(n’)) = fun(h + k)(succB+c(n’))). 
Let R’ and S’ be the restrictions of R and S to mor(h + k) - Ve+c. The statement 
to be proved is simply that ’ c S’ (considering a binary relation to be the set of 
ordered pairs which are its t 
0th ’ and S’ are equi e shall not directly prove that R’ 
implies S’. Instead we shall construct another relation-not an equivalence relation- 
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which generates R’ and implies S’. By the nature of equivalence relations, this 
proves that R’ implies S’. 
Let T be the relation {(J(n), g(n))1 n E NA} on ND+=, artd let ‘I”” be the symmetric 
closure of T. By the characterisation of pushouts in SETS which we gave above, R 
is the equivalence relation generated by T. Let T’ be the restriction of T to 
mor(h + k) - V B+c. We shall show that T’ generates R’ and that T’ implies S’. 
Although T generates R, it does not follow that T’ generates R’. Figure 11 shows 
why. There might be a sequence of nodes no, n, , . -. , ni, all distinct, such that no 
and ni are in mor(h + k) - Ve+c, n,, . . . , ni_1 are in rew(h + k) w V’,+c, and, for 
j:l... i, T”(nj-1, nj) (implying that R(no, ni) holds), and yet no T” path can be 
found from no to ni within mor( h + k) - V B+c. We shall prove that the hypotheses 
on f and g preclude this possibility. 
Fig. 11. 
As we shall use the fact that T generates R several times, we shall first study the 
possible forms of T” sequences. Without loss of generality, we need only consider 
those sequences whose members are all distinct. Since ker( g) c mar(f) and f is l- 1 
on mar(f), any such sequence must be of one of the following two forms, or have 
the form of some part of one of these sequences: 
(i) g(md T”f(m,)=f(md T”g(mz)=g(m3)TMf(m3)=f(m4) T”g(m,), 
where ml and m4 are in rew(f), and m2 and m3 are in mar(f); 
(ii) gh) T”f(mA =f(m2) T” g(m2), 
where ml and m2 are in rew(f). Neither of these can be extended in either direction 
without violating the conditions that ker(g) E mar(f) and f is l-l on mar(f). 
The T” sequences whose existence we are trying to refute contain at least two 
T” steps, and begin and end with members no and ni of mor(h + k) - V’+=. no must 
be either of the form f(m) or of the form g(m). In the first case, t 
be a subsequence of (i) above beginning at f( m,). But then n, = g(m2) = g( m3) is 
in g(mor( f)), hence in mor( k). Since nl is assumed to be in rew(h + k) u V’+c9 n, 
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must be in mor( k) n VC. Therefore, m3 is in mor(fj n VA. Since f is strict, f( m,) is 
in V’. Since ni, the last term of the sequence, is assumed to be in mor(h + k) - VB+c, 
f (m,) cannot be the last term. Therefore, the last term is g( m,). ut m4isin rew(f?, 
so g(m,) is in rew(k), contradiction. 
In the second case, where no is of the form g(m), the sequence can only be of 
the form 
&3? T”f(m3? =f(m,) T” g(m4) 
with m3 in mor( f) and m4 in rew(f). But then g( m,) is in rew( k), contradicting the 
hypothesis that the sequence ends in mor( k + k). 
Thus we have proved that T’ generates R’. To prove that R’ implies S’, it is 
therefore enough to prove that T’ implies S’. So we must prove that labs( f( n)) = 
labC(g( n)) for all n such that f(n) is in mar(h) - V’ and g(n) is in mor( k) - V,. 
Since g(n) is in mor(kj and g is a total homomorphism, n is in mar(f). Since 
f(n) is not in V’ and f is strict, n is not in VA. n being in both mor( f) and mor( g), 
we have 
labB(f(nj)=lab,(n)=lab,(g(n)), 
h(sucdf(n??? = h(f( succ,Jn))) = k(g(succ,(n))) = k(succ&g(n))). 
Thus S’(f(n ?, dn?? holds, 
and succD are consistent. 
and we have proved that the requirements on labD 
B.3. The pushout property 
We already know from the construction in Subsection B.l that h and k form a 
commutative square with f and g. To prove they are the pushout, we must show 
that every such pair factorises uniquely through h and k 
Let h : B + D’ and k' : C + D’ be such that h’ l f = k’ l g. We must find a unique 
i:D+D’suchthat h’=i= h and k’=i-k 
fun(i) must be the corresponding factorisation function in SETS. Only mor( i) has 
to be determined. mor( i) is constrained only by the following requirements: 
mor(h’)=mor(i* h)=mor(h)nh-‘(mar(i)) 
mor( k’) = mor( i . k) = mor( k) n k-‘(mor( i)). 
As with the construction of labD and succD, the consistency 
mar(i) must be proved. The condition for consistency is 
of these conditions on 
Vn’, n”E mor(h + k), ((h + k)(n’) = (h + k)(n’)) 
* (n’E mor(h’+ k’) $3 n”e mor(h’+ k’)). 
e relation between n’ and n’ on the left of the implication is the relation R we 
and S are equivalent 
we need only show that 
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implies S. That is, we must show 
+ (f(n)Emor(h’) @ g(n)Emor(k’)). 
Choose any n in N A, and assume that f(n) E mor( h) A g(n) E mor( k). Then (since 
g is a total homomorphism) n is in mor(k l g) = mor(h l f), and so n is in mar(f). 
Then 
f(n)Emor(h’) e nEmor(h’*f)=mor(k’-g) e g(n)Emor(k’). 
Therefore the conditions on mor( i) are consistent. Next we show that they determine 
mor( i) uniquely. mor( i) is determined on h(mor(h)) u k(mor( k)). By the construc- 
tion of rew( h) and rew( k), mor( h) includes all of Ns -f ( NA) and mor( k) includes 
all of NC - g( NA). The rest of ND is h( f(NA)). Since h is a total homomorphism, 
this is contained in h(mor(h)). 
Lastly, we must show that fun(i) is homomorphic on mar(i). The condition to 
be verified is 
b E mor( i) - VD, labD( n) = 1abJ i( n)) A i(succ,( n)) = succ& i( n)). 
n is not in V,. So, by the construction of labD and succD, there must be an n’ in 
(N B+C - VB+c) n mor(h + k) such that (h + k)(n’) = n. But then 
labD(n) = labB+c(n’) = 1abJ (h' + k’)( n’)) = lab,( i( n)), 
i(succ,(n)) = i((h i- k)(succB+C(n’))) = (h’+ k’)(suCcB+C(n’)) 
= succJ( h’+ k’)( n’)) = succD( i( n)). 
This establishes the existence of the pushout. 
B.4. The conditions on h and k 
The construction of h and k in Subsection B.l of this proof showed that h was 
a total homomorphism and that rew( k) = g(rew( f)). It remains to show that k is a 
graph-rewrite rule; that is, that k is strict and fun(k) is l-l on mor( k). 
TO show strictness of k, let n be in mor( k) n V,. If n is not in g( NJ, then k(n) 
will be in V, since the graph structure on the nodes in k(N, -g(NA)) is. an 
isomorphic copy of the strucao;:e on IQ -g(NA). Otherwise, there is an n’ in NA 
suchthatg(n’)= n. For k(n)t **. 3 _I+&- V,, there must be some n” such that either 
(i) n”E mar(h) - V’ and h(n”) = k(n), or 
(ii) n”E mor( k) - V, and k( n”) = k(n). 
There must be a T” sequence from n to nrr beginning with n = g(m) and en 
with either n’= f(m") or nr’ = g(m”). Since n is in mor( k), m is in mar(f). the 
analysis above of the possible forms of T” sequences hows that one of the following 
two cases must hold: 
0 i n=g(m,)T” f(m3)=nt’,m3Emor(f), 
3) =f(mJ rAye g( odf ), m4 E rew(f ). 
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In the first case we have m3c mar(f) n VA, so, 
contrary to hypothesis. In the second case, 
hypothesis. 
by strictness off, n” =f(m,) E V’, 
n” = g( m,) E rew( k), contrary to 
For 1-1-ness of fun(k) on mar(k), we need only csce that g-‘(mar(k)) c mar(f), 
and that there is no T” sequence from g(m) to g( m’) where m and m’ are distinct 
members of mar(f). Cl 
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